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The theory of electron-phonon interaction in a separate cascade of the broadband quantum cascade de-

tector operating in far-infrared range is developed within the models of rectangular potentials and posi-
tion-dependent effective mass, taking into account a nonparabolic shape of the conduction band, for an 
electron and isotropic dielectric continuum model for optical confined phonons. In the one-phonon approx-
imation, the mass operator of the electron-phonon interaction is analytically calculated. Calculations of the 
total shifts and decays of cascade electron states are performed within the framework of the temperature 
Green's function method. Both at cryogenic and at room temperature, an analysis of the electron spectral 
parameters renormalization due to different mechanisms of the electron-phonon interaction is carried out, 
depending on the geometric design of the cascade two-well active region. It is shown that, irrespective of 
the temperature, the shifts caused by the intralevel electron interaction with phonons prevail over the 
shifts at interlevel interactions. At cryogenic temperature, the decay of the electron ground state is impos-
sible. At a finite temperature, the intralevel interaction of the ground state with phonons causes a greater 
decay than the interlevel one. The excited states decays caused by the total interlevel interaction prevail 
over decays due to the intalevel interaction. It is established that with increasing temperature, the con-
fined phonons cause broadening and weak high-energy shift of the detector absorption band, and tempera-
ture changes of the physical parameter lead to a significant low-energy shift. This hierarchy of partial con-
tributions explains the experimentally known redshift of the absorption band of quantum cascade detec-
tors with increasing temperature. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Studies of quantum cascade detectors (QCDs) and 

their improvement by the methods of band engineering 
have been going on for almost 20 years since the crea-
tion of the first QCD. Modern QCDs [1-6] operating in 
the  infrared  (IR)  and  terahertz  ranges  are  character-
ized by unique features (minimal dark noise, a wide 
range of operating temperatures), that makes these 
nanodevices attractive for spectral analysis, IR imag-
ing, space research etc. 

Despite intensive experimental research, a complete 
and consistent theory of physical processes in QCD 
cascades is still absent. In most theoretical papers [7-
9], only electron spectral characteristics and photon-
assisted transport through isotropic and anisotropic 
elements of nanodevices are investigated. The phonon 
subsystem is not taken into account in these papers, in 
spite  of  the  fact  that,  as  is  known [10],  it  provides  re-
laxation of the electron energy in QCD extractors. 

The theory of electron-phonon interaction in nano-
structures has been developed in some papers, in par-
ticular in [11-14], where the Hamiltonian of electron-
phonon interaction was written in the representation of 
second  quantization  over  phonon  variables  and  in  the  
coordinate representation over electron ones. This ap-
proach makes it possible to calculate the probabilities of 
electron-phonon assisted quantum transitions and asso-
ciated physical quantities within the Fermi golden rule, 
but does not allow one to find out the effect of phonons 
on the nanostructure spectrum renormalization. 

In this paper, within the models of rectangular po-
tentials and effective masses for an electron and a die-
lectric continuum for confined phonons, the Hamiltoni-
an of electron-phonon interaction in a cascade of far-IR 
QCD is obtained in the representation of second quan-
tization over all variables of the system. Based on it, 
using the temperature Green's functions method in the 
one-phonon approximation, the effect of various mech-
anisms of electron-phonon interaction on the shifts and 
decays of the QCD absorption band at both cryogenic 
and room temperatures is studied. 

 
2. HAMILTONIAN OF THE ELECTRON-

PHONON SYSTEM. MASS OPERATOR 
 
In the Cartesian coordinates, the multilayer semi-

conductor nanosystem (Fig. 1) is considered as a sepa-
rate cascade of QCD. Calculations of the electron ener-
gy spectrum and wave functions are carried out in the 
models of rectangular potentials and position-
dependent effective masses, taking into account the 
conduction band nonparabolic shape 
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Here, N is the number of cascade layers, U is the barri-
er height, mw,  mb and Egw, Egb are, respectively, the 
electron effective masses (without nonparabolicity) and 
energy gaps for the bulk crystals of wells and barriers. 

The electron wave functions are represented as 
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Then, from the Schrödinger equation, both the electron 
total energies nnkn mkEE 2/22  and the one-
dimensional equation are obtained, from which, taking 
into account boundary and normalization conditions 
[15], the functions n are found in the form: 
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Fig. 1 – Geometric and energy schemes of a QCD multilayer 
cascade 

 
Now, using quantized electron wave functions 
 

 
,
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and having passed from the coordinate representation 
of the electron Hamiltonian to the second quantization 
representation, we obtain the Hamiltonian of noninter-
acting electrons in the representation of their occupa-
tion numbers 

 

 ,e nk nk nk
nk
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where kna , 
kna  are the fermion creation and annihila-

tion operators. 
It is known [16] that in the model of the dielectric 

continuum with dielectric constants of nanolayers 
)/()()( 2222

TjLjjj , j  0, …, N + 1, the 
potentials of confined (L) phonons satisfy the equations 

0)()( 2 rjj  at j( )  0, 0)(2 rj . From 
the condition j( )  0, it follows that the energies of 
confined phonons j  Lj coincide with the energies of 
longitudinally polarized phonons of bulk crystals of 
nanostructure wells and barriers. 

After the expansion of the L-phonon polarization 
field potential in a two-dimensional Fourier series and 
its quantization [16], the phonon Hamiltonian is found 
in the representation of phonon occupation numbers 
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where qjb , qjb  are the boson creation and annihila-
tion operators. 

Therefore, passing from the coordinate representa-
tion to the representation of the occupation numbers on 
the quantized electron wave function (4), the Hamilto-
nian of electron-phonon interaction is obtained in the 
representation of second quantization over all variables 
of the system 
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where )( j
nnf  are the electron-phonon binding functions. 

The Hamiltonian (  = e + ph + e-ph) of the elec-
tron-phonon system in the representation of second 
quantization, obtained for the case of weak electron-
phonon coupling, allows [16] to calculate the Fourier 
images of the electron Green's functions from the Dy-
son equation knn EkG [),( 1 )],( kM n  with the 
mass operator 
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The mass operator takes into account both the pro-

cesses of emission of confined phonons (the first term) 
with occupation numbers 1( 1)j Bk T

j e  and  the  
processes of their absorption (the second term). 

Passing in (8) from the sum over two-dimensional 
phonon quasimomenta to the integral and using the 
Dirac relation 

qdqiqqdqdiq 2221 )()(/V.p.))(( , 

an exact analytical calculation of the mass operator is 
performed, which is not presented here due to its cum-
bersomeness. According to the Green's function theory, 
the real and imaginary parts of the mass operator  
determine the shift n = ReMn(En, 0) and the decay  

n = –2ImMn(En,  0) of the n-th electron level, caused by 
the interaction with confined phonons. 

 
3. ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECT OF CONFINED 

PHONONS ON THE SPECTRAL CHARAC-
TERISTICS OF THE FAR-IR QCD CASCADE 
 
The developed theory is applied to study the effect 

of confined phonons on the spectral characteristics of 
electron states and absorption band of the far-IR QCD 
with an optimized geometric design [17, 18] at both 
cryogenic (T  0 K) and room (T  300 K) temperatures. 
The physical parameters of the QCD cascades with 
GaAs  wells  ( 1  6.5 nm, 2  1.7 nm, 3  2.3 nm, 

4  3.0 nm, 5  4.2  nm)  and  Al0.33Ga0.67As barriers 
(b1  5.65 nm, b2  4.2 nm, b3  3.1 nm, b4  3.1 nm) are 
as follows: w  9.99, b  10.89, Lw  36.25 meV, 

Lb  40.82 meV, Tw  33.29 meV, Tb  37.12 meV, 
mw  0.067 me, mb  0.095 me, KT

gE 0
w   1520 meV, 
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KT
gbE 0   1885 meV, KT

gE 300
w  1420 meV, KT

gbE 300   
 1788 meV, UT=0K  276 meV, UT=300K  256 meV. 

All QCD cascades are identical multi-well nanostruc-
tures  that  contain two parts  –  an active  region and an 
extractor, which have different functional purposes. 
Electromagnetic field detection occurs due to electron 
quantum transitions from the ground state to two excit-
ed states of the two-well active region. The electron tun-
neling between the active regions of adjacent cascades is 
provided by extractors, the potential wells of which cre-
ate equidistant electron levels of the "phonon ladder" 
with distances between them of the order of the phonon 
energy ( GaAs

LO  36.2 meV). At the transitions between 
the "phonon ladder" levels, the electron energy relaxa-
tion and phonon emission occur simultaneously. 

To reveal the role of confined phonons in the renor-
malization of the QCD spectral characteristics, the 
energies (En) of the electron operating states (n  1, 5, 
6), transitions between which occur due to the absorp-
tion of IR electromagnetic field, as well as the energies 
of the "phonon ladder" states (n  2, 3, 4), were calcu-
lated depending on the potential well width (a1) at the 
fixed width of the active region common well 
a  a1 + a2  8.2 nm. 

Fig. 2a shows the dependences of En on a1 at cryo-
genic (   0  K)  and  room  (   300 K) temperatures 
calculated without taking into account the electron-
phonon interaction, however, taking into account the 
temperature dependences of both the effective mass 
and the heights of potential barriers. It can be seen 
from Fig. 2a that an increase in temperature leads only 
to low-energy shifts of all electron energies, without 
changing the regularities of the En(a1) dependences. 

Fig.  2b-e  show  the  total  shifts  ( n nn + nn ) and 
decays ( n  nn + nn ) of all electron states (n  1-6) due 
to intralevel ( nn, nn) and interlevel ( nn  n n nn , 

nn  n n nn ) interactions with phonons at both room 
(   300 K, Fig. 2b, c) and cryogenic (   0 K, Fig. 2d, e) 
temperatures depending on a1.  It  can  be  seen  from  
Fig.  2b-e  that  the  shifts  n (Fig. 2c, f) and decays n 
(Fig. 2b, d) of all electron states are highly nonlinear 
functions of a1, the values of which for various states 
are commensurate with each other. With an increase in 
temperature, the absolute values of n and n only in-
crease, and their qualitative dependences on a1 almost 
do not change (except for the ground state decay 1). 

We should note that since at cryogenic temperature 
(   0 K,   0) the renormalization of the electron spec-
trum can occur only due to emission of virtual phonons, 
so at   0 K (Fig. 2 ) the electron-phonon interaction 
leads to a decrease in the energies of all electron states 

n  0), regardless of the cascade geometric parameters. 
The  decay  values  ( n) at   0 K are determined by 

the  imaginary  part  of  the  mass  operator  (8),  which,  
through the Dirac identity, contains -functions (En – 
– En (q) – j) that regulate the fulfillment of the energy 
conservation law. For the ground state (n  1), the equal-
ity ([En=1 –E 1(q) – j] < 0)  0 always holds, therefore, 
at T  0  K  the  decay  of  the  ground  state  is  impossible  
( 1  0) under any conditions. Decays of excited states 
(n  1) occur only at the interlevel interactions (at 
En  En (q) + j) with the emission of virtual phonons. 
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Fig. 2 – Dependences on 1 of the electron energies (En), as 
well  as  the  total  shifts  ( n)  and  decays  ( n) of electron states 
due to the interaction with confined phonons in the cascade of 
far-IR QCD at  room (   300 K)  and cryogenic  (   0 K) tem-
peratures 
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At a finite temperature (  0 K), processes with 
emission, as well as with the absorption of real pho-
nons, are possible. In this case, (En – En (q) + j)  0 in 
the mass operator (8) second term, therefore, all elec-
tron states, including the ground one, are characterized 
by temperature shifts and decays. The shift and decay 
values are determined by the prevailing mechanisms 
(interlevel or intralevel) of electron-phonon interaction. 
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Fig. 3 – Dependences on 1 of  the  total  shifts  ( n) and decays 
( n) of electron operating states (n  1, 5, 6), as well as their 
components ( nn, nn, nn , nn ) caused by intralevel and in-
terlevel interactions in the cascade of far-IR QCD at room 
temperature (   300 K) 

 
In Fig. 3, the dependences on a1 of the total shifts 

n)  and  decays  ( n) of electron operating states (n  
1, 5, 6) as well as their partial components due to in-
tralevel ( nn, nn) and interlevel ( nn , nn ) interactions 
at room temperature are presented for example. Fig. 3 
shows  that  in  the  entire  range  of  a1 variation, except 
for small areas where energy levels anticross (Fig. 2a), 
shifts due to intralevel interaction dominate over shifts 
due to interlevel one. As for the decays of operating 
states, the hierarchy of their partial components for the 
ground and excited states is different. So, for the ground 
state (Fig. 3c), intralevel interaction causes a greater 
decay than interlevel interaction with all excited 
states. For excited states (Fig. 3a, b), on the contrary, 
decays due to the interlevel interactions predominate. 

Table 1 shows the electron energies (En) unrenor-
malized by the interaction with phonons, total shifts 

n)  and  decays  ( n) of all electron states due to elec-
tron-phonon interaction at cryogenic and room temper-
atures in QCD cascade with an optimized design of the 
two-well active region (a1  6.5 nm, a2  1.7 nm) [18]. 

 
Table 1 – Energies (En), total shifts ( n)  and  decays  ( n) of 
electron states in the cascade of far-IR QCD at cryogenic 
(   0 K) and room (   300 K) temperatures 

 

n T  0 K T  300 K 
En, meV n, meV n, meV En, meV n, meV n, meV 

1 57.79 – 0.43 0 56.21 – 0.64 0.34 
2 94.51 – 0.25 2.3·10 – 8 90.72 – 0.39 0.18 
3 131.01 – 0.22 0.06 125.18 – 0.33 0.11 
4 167.80 – 0.19 0.08 160.26 – 0.29 0.09 
5 198.60 – 0.15 0.08 189.95 – 0.23 0.19 
6 209.38 – 0.16 0.11 201.87 – 0.24 0.27 

 
The values of energies, shifts and decays, presented 

in Table 1, make it possible to reveal the role of elec-
tron-phonon interaction and temperature dependences 
of the nanostructure physical parameters in the 
renormalization of the QCD spectral characteristics. 

Calculations have shown that at   0 K, the elec-
tron-phonon interaction weakly shifts QCD absorption 
peaks towards high energies ( 15 5 – 1  0.27 meV, 

16 6 – 1  0.26 meV) and expands them 
( 15  1 + 5  0.08 meV, 16  1 + 6  0.11 meV). Two 
peaks of  QCD absorption at    0 K correspond to the 
following energies renormalized by virtual confined 
phonons: E15  E5 – E1 + 15  141.1 meV and  
E16  E6 – E1 + 16  151.9 meV. 

At room temperature, interaction with real confined 
phonons leads to a stronger blue shift of both absorp-
tion peaks ( 15  0.41 meV, 16  0.40 meV) and their 
expansion ( 15  0.53 meV, 16  0.60 meV). 

Note that with an increase in temperature, the 
band gaps of  the  nanolayers  decrease  and,  as  a  conse-
quence, the heights of potential barriers decrease too. 
This leads to a low-energy shift of the QCD absorption 
band, the magnitude of which, due to the weakness of 
electron-phonon interaction, exceeds the shift caused 
by the interaction with phonons. Calculations have 
shown that the energies of QCD absorption peaks at 

  300 K are E15  134.2 meV and E16  146.1 meV. 
Thus, an increase in temperature from cryogenic to 

room  temperature  leads  to  a  redshift  of  QCD  absorp-
tion peaks and their broadening, which agrees with the 
experimental results [17]. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
The theory of the interaction of electrons with con-

fined phonons in a multilayer QCD cascade has been 
developed within the models of rectangular potentials, 
coordinate-dependent effective masses, and dielectric 
continuum. The electron spectra renormalized by the 
interaction with phonons are calculated by the tempera-
ture Green's functions method. The partial contributions 
of various mechanisms of electron-phonon interaction to 
the shifts and decays of electron states are investigated 
depending on the configuration of the two-well active 
region of the far-IR QCD cascade and temperature. 

It is found that, due to the weakness of the electron-
phonon interaction, the effect of confined phonons on the 
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temperature renormalization of the QCD spectral char-
acteristics  is  less  than the changes  caused by the tem-
perature dependence of the nanosystem potential barrier 

heights. It is shown that, in accordance with experiment, 
as the temperature increases, the QCD absorption peaks 
shift towards lower energies and broaden. 
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